
Faith Anderson's Lessons for the Week of July 26, 2021

Mon, Jul 26 (Day A) Tue, Jul 27 (Day B) Wed, Jul 28 (Day C) Thu, Jul 29 (Day D) Fri, Jul 30 (Day E)

ALGEBRA 1 (8:25 AM - 2:15 PM) ALGEBRA 1 (8:25 AM - 2:15 PM) ALGEBRA 1 (8:25 AM - 2:15 PM) ALGEBRA 1 (8:25 AM - 2:15 PM) ALGEBRA 1 (8:25 AM - 2:15 PM)

Topic: The Real Number

System

Student Centered

Objective: Students will

learn how to classify

numbers into the real

number system. Students

will be given numbers that

they will then classify into a

real number system subset

and then put on the

number line.

Bellringer: Student will be

given 10 numbers and will

be asked to put them in

order from least to greates

on a number line.

Anticipatory Set: Ten

students, which will have

white boards that

correspond to the numbers

from the bellwork, will

stand up and take 3

minutes to put themselves

in the correct order from

Topic: The Real Number

System, Order of

Operations, Integer Rules

Student Centered

Objective: Students will

learn how to classify

numbers into the real

number system. Students

will be given numbers that

they will then classify into a

real number system subset

and then put on the

number line. Students will

work problems using order

of operations with the

teacher then in groups.

Students will learn integer

rules and use them with

order of operations.

Bellringer: Students will

be asked a question based

off of the exit ticket from

the previous day that was

missed the most.

Anticipatory Set:

Student Centered

Objective:Students will be

evaluated on their

knowledge of eighth grade

topics and subjects.

Bellringer: The students

will come into class, put up

their things, gather the

materials for the test, and

set up dividers.

Anticipatory Set: The

students will take their pre

test in the allotted time and

be sure to show all their

work.

Procedures: Students will

begin their test and turn

them in as soon as they

are finished. The teacher

will walk around and

monitor the classroom.

Assessment: The

assessment for the day will

be formative assessment in

Topic: Combining Like

Terms and Translating

Expressions

Student Centered

Objective: Students will

understand how to

translate expressions and

begin to simplify

expressions by combining

like terms.

Bellringer: The bellringer

for this day will be a series

of verbal phrases which

they will translate into

algebraic expressions.

After 3 minutes, I will call

on students to come to the

board and answer each of

the phrases with an

expression.

Anticipatory Set: For this

day, the students will do an

art activity in which I call

out a variable and the

students will color all the

Topic: Combining Like

Terms and Translating

Expressions

Student Centered

Objective: Students will

understand how to

translate expressions and

begin to simplify

expressions by combining

like terms.

Bellringer: The bellringer

for this day will be a series

of verbal phrases which

they will translate into

algebraic expressions.

After 3 minutes, I will call

on students to come to the

board and answer each of

the phrases with an

expression.

Anticipatory Set: For this

day, the students will do an

art activity in which I call

out a variable and the

students will color all the
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Mon, Jul 26 (Day A) Tue, Jul 27 (Day B) Wed, Jul 28 (Day C) Thu, Jul 29 (Day D) Fri, Jul 30 (Day E)

STANDARDS

Mississippi
College- and
Career-Readiness
Standards - Grade
8 - Mathematics
(2016)

8.NS.
1

Know that
numbers that
are not
rational are
called
irrational.
Understand
informally that
every number
has a decimal

least to greatest. Then, as

a class, I will ask the other

students to see if those

numbers are in the correct

order. We will rearrange

the numbers in the correct

order and that will begin

our discussion about real

numbers.

Procedures: I will then

begin guided notes with the

class about the real

number system and how it

works. We will take notes

on the topic as a class.

After I explain the real

number system, the

students will be given

numbers to classify into

each subset and then

classify on the number line.

As students are practicing,

for respective blocks Ms.

Combs and I, or just

myself, will walk around

and check for student

understanding and answer

questions. Students will

Students will use past

knowledge of the real

number system in order to

classify numbers and

classify products and sums

of real numbers.

Procedures: After the

bellringer, students will

then take notes on the

operations of real numbers

and we will practice with

the sum and product of

those numbers. Students

will then practice for about

10 minutes on classifying

numbers and classifying

their products. After we

practice these concepts,

we will then move on to

order of operations and

integer rules. Using

PEMDAS, we will evaluate

expression and therefore

practice integer rules.

Students will substitute

values in, evaluate that

expression using

PEMDAS, and then use

the form of a pre-test. This

pre-test will provide the

teacher with an idea of

where each student is at

currently.

Closure: After students

are finished with the test,

the students will turn in the

test and pick up a brain

teaser to work on for the

remainder of the block.

like terms, such as x and

3x, the same color.

Procedures: After our

bellringer, I will introduce

like terms and as a class

we will discover, through

real life examples, how like

terms work. Students will

then use guided notes to fill

in the blanks as we

continue to define terms

and combine like terms.

Next, students will do their

art activity as independent

practice.

Assessment: I will assess

the students by the

bellringer, the art activity,

and the closing

assignment. Also, I will

monitor work as I walk

through the classroom and

as I ask meaningful

questions.

Closure: Students will

complete an exit ticket on

combining like terms.

like terms, such as x and

3x, the same color.

Procedures: After our

bellringer, I will introduce

like terms and as a class

we will discover, through

real life examples, how like

terms work. Students will

then use guided notes to fill

in the blanks as we

continue to define terms

and combine like terms.

Next, students will do their

art activity as independent

practice. Ms. Combs will

take students who are lost

or struggling in 3rd and 4th

blocks. She will give them

guided steps or use

algebra tiles to help

conceptualize combining

like terms.

Assessment: I will assess

the students by the

bellringer, the art activity,

and the closing

assignment. Also, I will

monitor work as I walk
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Mon, Jul 26 (Day A) Tue, Jul 27 (Day B) Wed, Jul 28 (Day C) Thu, Jul 29 (Day D) Fri, Jul 30 (Day E)

STANDARDS

STANDARDS

Mississippi
Common Core
State Standards -
Grade 9-12 -
Mathematics

CCS Explain why

expansion; for
rational
numbers show
that the
decimal
expansion
repeats
eventually,
and convert a
decimal
expansion
which repeats
eventually into
a rational
number.

8.EE.
1

Know and
apply the
properties of
integer
exponents to
generate
equivalent
numerical
expressions.

8.F.1 Understand
that a function
is a rule that
assigns to
each input
exactly one
output. The

STANDARDS

Mississippi
Common Core
State Standards -
Grade 9-12 -
Mathematics

CCS
S.Mat
h.Co
ntent
.HSA

-
APR.
A.1

Understand
that
polynomials
form a system
analogous to
the integers,
namely, they
are closed
under the
operations of
addition,
subtraction,
and
multiplication;
add, subtract,
and multiply
polynomials.

STANDARDS

Mississippi
Common Core
State Standards -
Grade 9-12 -
Mathematics

CCS
S.Mat
h.Co
ntent
.HSA

-
APR.
A.1

Understand
that
polynomials
form a system
analogous to
the integers,
namely, they
are closed
under the
operations of
addition,
subtraction,
and
multiplication;
add, subtract,
and multiply
polynomials.

finish what they do not

have done for homework.

Assessment: The

teachers will assess the

students informatively by

walking around while

students are working. I will

also assess students with

an exit ticket to see how

much material was

retained.

Closure: Students will be

given an exit ticket that will

evaluate their knowledge

on the real number system.

It will include a few

questions which ask them

to place numbers in the

correct subset of the real

number system.

Homework: Students will

finish the practice

questions which

correspond to the notes.

integer rules to get down to

one number. Students will

use the rest of the block to

practice this skill.

Assessment: The

teacher(s) will assess the

students formatively by

walking around while

students are working.

Closure: Students will be

asked to answer four

questions for closure. The

questions will comprise of

1 classifying question, 1

operations or real number

questions, 1 order of

operations question, and 1

evaluating expressions

question.

through the classroom and

as I ask meaningful

questions.

Closure: Students will

complete an exit ticket on

combining like terms.
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Mon, Jul 26 (Day A) Tue, Jul 27 (Day B) Wed, Jul 28 (Day C) Thu, Jul 29 (Day D) Fri, Jul 30 (Day E)

Mississippi
Common Core
State Standards -
Grade 9-12 -
Mathematics

CCS
S.Mat
h.Co
ntent
.HSN

-
RN.B

.3

Explain why
the sum or
product of two
rational
numbers is
rational; that
the sum of a
rational
number and
an irrational
number is
irrational; and
that the
product of a
nonzero
rational
number and
an irrational
number is
irrational.

Mississippi
College- and
Career-Readiness
Standards - Grade
8 - Mathematics
(2016)

S.Mat
h.Co
ntent
.HSN

-
RN.B

.3

the sum or
product of two
rational
numbers is
rational; that
the sum of a
rational
number and
an irrational
number is
irrational; and
that the
product of a
nonzero
rational
number and
an irrational
number is
irrational.

graph of a
function is the
set of ordered
pairs
consisting of
an input and
the
corresponding
output.

8.F.3 Interpret the
equation y =
mx + b as
defining a
linear function,
whose graph
is a straight
line; give
examples of
functions that
are not linear.

8.EE.
8b

Solve systems
of two linear
equations in
two variables
algebraically,
and estimate
solutions by
graphing the
equations.
Solve simple
cases by
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Mon, Jul 26 (Day A) Tue, Jul 27 (Day B) Wed, Jul 28 (Day C) Thu, Jul 29 (Day D) Fri, Jul 30 (Day E)

8.NS.
1

Know that
numbers that
are not
rational are
called
irrational.
Understand
informally that
every number
has a decimal
expansion; for
rational
numbers show
that the
decimal
expansion
repeats
eventually,
and convert a
decimal
expansion
which repeats
eventually into
a rational
number.

8.NS.
2

Use rational
approximations
of irrational
numbers to
compare the
size of
irrational

inspection.
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Mon, Jul 26 (Day A) Tue, Jul 27 (Day B) Wed, Jul 28 (Day C) Thu, Jul 29 (Day D) Fri, Jul 30 (Day E)

numbers,
locate them
approximately
on a number
line diagram,
and estimate
the value of
expressions
(e.g., π²).
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